
3 Color combinations

Green C41 Dartex Green

Blue C20 Dartex Grey

Frame Upholstery

Regarding quality, the Serenys complies with the high-
est norms laid down by certified test institutes in most
European countries.

Your guarantee of quality

total seat    height    seat           total total seat      back            seat            back          legrest           users
width           width      armrests height        height       length depth         height      adjustment   adjustment    adjustment      weight

63            39                         52-45 
69            45         22-29       (front) 102          117         40-44       50-60      -2°/+15° -5°/+50° 19°/113° 120
75            51                         38-53

(back)

Deviations in sizes and weight (1,5 cm and 1,5 kg) are possible

Technical information Serenys

- Collapsible table (B12) - Anti-tipping
- Spiderwheels

- Side support - Type 30

The wheelchair must be adapted to
you, not vice versa

The wheelchair has been developed as a modern aid
which can be individually adapted. Aesthetic appear-
ance and practical use go hand in hand. The wheel-
chair manufacturer Vermeiren has played an important
role in this development.
Our basic principle is: the wheelchair must be adapted
to you, not vica versa. This is why our wheelchairs have
a modular design. All types of wheelchairs can be
adapted, have numerous accessories and all options
are mutually interchangeable. This is the result of our
continuous research and more than 45 years of expe-
rience

General options

COMFORTABLE RELAXING

SerenysSerenys
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Grey C29                          Dartex Grey

For more information, contact your local dealer

Subject to technical alterations

VERMEIREN
Opening up new horizons in mobility R.
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N.V. Vermeiren N.V.

Vermeirenplein 1-15
B-2920 Kalmthout
Belgium

Tel.: +32 (0) 3 620 20 20 
Fax: +32 (0) 3 666 48 94
www.vermeiren.com • info@vermeiren.be



The legrests are fully adjustable
and the footrests with inclination
will result in an ideal angle for the
feet at any given time.

1. The legrests are adjustable in height.
2. The pillows of the legrests are 

collapsible to the back to ease transfers.
3. The pillows of the legrests are

adjustable in height, width and depth.

31 2

Headrest adjustable 
in angle, height and depth.

Angle and height of 
the seating pillow is 

adjustable. Seating depth 
is possible in two sizes.

Seating height adjustable in 3 positions

Back - high : 60 cm (to order)

Back - low  : 50 cm (standard version)

Pushing handles
adjustable in height.

SerenysSerenys

Standard removable armrests
(not adjustable in height).

Removable armrests which 
can be adjusted in height.

Removable back, seat and
wheels ease the transport of the
wheelchair.


